
Website: https://www.avalanche-ranch.com/
Address: 1420 Pacific Place Ste B, Ferndale, WA 98248, USA
Email: confirmations@orders.avalanche-ranch.com
Phone: 3607521610

In-Stock: Sienna Pendant Single - Pine Cone
Pendant Light Rustic Style

 

DESCRIPTION

The Sienna Pendant - Pine Cone features our exclusive handmade metal pine cones and pine needles attached to a 
textured metal branch and a choice of glass between six different glass globes. All pendants include a matching ceiling 
canopy that can be mounted on either a flat or vaulted ceiling. Comes with an adjustable pipe that adjusts from 15 inch - 30 
inches. This pendant is a great for that hanging over a kitchen island or resturant tables - anywhere to add warm lighting and 
rustic charcter to their log home, cabin or northwood lodge-themed room.

Product shown in Finish #04- Rust patina base with pine green needles with Amber Swirl Glass and Adjustable Stem.

Note: This product page is only for the in-stock product shown. If you would like a different finish color, please click this link: 
A28520 to go to our main product page for this item where you can buy it there.

SPECIFICATIONS

The Sienna Pendant - Pine Cone features our exclusive handmade metal pine cones and pine needles attached to a life like 
textured metal branch surrounding a Amber Marble swirl glass bell.  All pendants include a matching ceiling canopy that can 
be mounted on either a flat or vaulted ceiling.  This pendant is a great for that hanging over a kitchen island or restaurant 
tables - anywhere to add warm lighting and rustic character to their log home, cabin or northwood lodge-themed room. 

Product is shown in Finish #04-Rust Patina base with Green Pine needles and Marbled Amber Swirl Bell Glass and 
Adjustable Stem. 

Product No.: QS-A28520AS-ST-04

Price: $282.00

Product URL: https://www.avalanche-ranch.com/lighting/shop/Pendant-Light-Rustic-Style-In-Stock-Sienna-Pendant-Single-Pine-Cone-p183340.htm
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